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but if you are concerned about the software, then you
can always just download the latest demo of actia pcd,
and you will see what it can do.it is always
recommended to keep a backup of your car's technical
information, because if you have to do a repair work, you
will be able to send it to the workshop, they are always
able to use a licensed actia diagnostic, and they have
the software to do it. with all the latest interface update,
actia is still working on older cars, only the sfi interface
has stopped working on some. for example it works on a
mk5 but not on a mk6, though both are euro5 cars. when
the automatic interface update fails, you need to update
manually. most of the time, the interface update will
require a usb flash drive, so plug it in and open the start
menu. this is where you will find a program called device
manager. right-click on the unknown device and select
update driver software. browse for the driver you want to
update, for example, c:actiadrivers_vcipt1g_v4.3.0.exe.
download the latest interface update from the actia
website. either the automatic or manual update will
work. the interface update will only work on windows 7,
8.1 and 10. older versions of windows can use the
manual update as well, but the automatic update will
work on those versions as well. the link to the interface
update is on the actia support page. install the interface
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update on the usb drive. make sure it is selected to be
the update drive, like shown below. all it does is install
the driver and the new interface. the interface driver is
the same as the 1st generation actia, so you should have
no problems. but remember the interface is limited to
older cars as of the 2nd generation.
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